
Oil

Though geopolitical turmoils and their potential impact on the supply side persist, the oil market mainly traded down yesterday. Early on 
prices eased as the OPEC and Russia were reported to discuss a potential relaxation of current production curbs, an according proposal 
might be made in June at the next OPEC meeting. Later on an unexpected build in U.S. crude and gasoline stocks also weighed on the 
sentiment. Due to a rebound the Brent front month contract could gain 0,23 USD/bbl to settle at 79,80 USD/bbl, while WTI settled at 
71,84 USD/bbl, down 0,36 USD/bbl. We might see some reversal today.

Gas

Prompt prices in north-western Europe’s gas markets build some further upside yesterday. While demand persists to be high to refur-
bish inventories, the supply side is affected by planned and unplanned outages around the Norwegian pipeline infrastructure. Futher 
out on the curve contracts declined though. Warm temperatures across Europe keep consumption limited and weakness in the oil 
market was weighing on long term contracts as well.

Coal

The Europan coal market ended yesterday’s session with losses as the front year contract shed 0,90 USD/t against its previous close 
and settled at 80,00 USD/t. Partly this move was driven by weaker neighbouring markets like oil and gas. Additional stimulus was pro-
vided by the Chinese government that once again intervened. Utilities were ordered to ensure domestic prices will be below 90, USD/t 
by 10 June. Upon opening today coal prices seem to reagin a bit of ground.

Carbon

Yesterday’s session was yet another one that the emissions market managed to end on an upside. During the early trading prices 
retreated in some kind of correction to the previous’ days gains, but this move was reversed rather quickly. Seemingly defying bearish 
impulses from the fuels markets the benchmark contract continued its upward trend, settling for the first time above 16 EUR/t at 16,01 
EUR/t, adding 0,06 EUR/t on the day. This morning the market picks up from where it left yesterday setting new recent highs.

Hydro
The weather forecasts remain dry and warm in the near term. However it looks a little more unsettled towards the end of the 10 day 
forecast period. The expected precipitation is therefore marginal higher than yesterday’s reports. The low hydrological balance and the 
continuously dry forecasts are still supporting increasing power prices. 

Germany

The German power market saw a bit of mixed results yesterday. While the front month and front quarter contracts added 0,20 to 0,40 
EUR/MWh, the front year contract with its close around 42,70 EUR/MWh lost some 0,20 EUR/MWh on the day. Initially bearish drivers 
from the fuels markets led to a negative opening here as well, but ultimately prices recovered on the back of the gaining emissions 
market. With the emissions market jumping upon opening German power prices set new highs as well.

Equities

U.S. stocks ended with small gains yesterday after minutes from the Federal Reserve’s latest meeting suggested higher inflation may 
not result in faster interest rate hikes. Earlier in the day, comments by U.S. President Donald Trump that fueled further skepticism over 
trade talks between the United States and China weighed on the market. European shares pulled back yesterday as uncertainty in Italian 
politics continued to weigh on banks. This morning Asian markets are trading down.

Conclusion

The Nordic power market continued upwards Wednesday due to the dry and warm weather trend. The very weak hydrological balance is the main price driver at the 

moment narrowing the spread between the Nordic and the German power market. The Nordic June contract closed at 40,25 EUR/MWh, 20 EUR/MWh higher than 

in the beginning of the year and 1,5 EUR/MWh ABOVE the German June contract. The Q3-18 contract rose 0,70 EUR/MWh before closing at 41,00 EUR/MWh – just 

1,5 below the German benchmark contract. The YR-19 contract closed at 37,20 EUR/MWh, up 0,2 EUR/MWh compared to Tuesday’s closing. The Nordic yearly 

contract is still more then 5 EUR/MWh below the German CAL 19 contract.  Today the dry and warm forecasts continue to push the Nordic power prices up. 
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22-maj 43,85 53,37 38,06 52,83 55,36 38,06 39,19 May 42,10 44,45 41,35 42,90 45,60 39,90 40,25 May 46,59 50,29 68,63

23-maj 42,79 57,18 39,64 56,75 51,13 39,64 40,27 Q3-18 45,53 46,55 43,60 43,75 47,95 39,92 41,00 Q3-18 46,49 50,71 88,50

24-maj 40,56 48,24 40,46 48,24 50,49 38,78 40,33 2019 38,90 40,80 38,35 39,60 41,80 37,15 37,20 2019 44,60 49,30 88,50


